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11Abstract The purpose of the present paper is to examine the socio-cultural foundations of
12technology-mediated collaborative learning. Toward that end, we discuss the role of artifacts in
13knowledge-creating inquiry, relying on the theoretical ideas of Carl Bereiter, Merlin Donald,
14Pierre Rabardel, Keith Sawyer and L. S. Vygotsky. We argue that epistemic mediation triggers
15expanded inquiry and plays a crucial role in knowledge creation; such mediation involves using
16CSCL technologies to create epistemic artifacts for crystallizing cognitive processes, re-
17mediating subsequent activity, and building an evolving body of knowledge. Productive
18integration of CSCL technologies as instruments of learning and instruction is a developmental
19process: it requires iterative efforts across extended periods of time. Going through such a
20process of instrumental genesis requires transforming a cognitive-cultural operating system of
21activity, thus ‘reformatting’ the brain and the mind. Because of the required profound personal
22and social transformations, one sees that innovative knowledge-building practices emerge,
23socially, through extended expansive-learning cycles.

24Keywords Epistemic mediation . Chronotope . Knowledge practices . CSCL . Knowledge
25building . Expansive learning . Instrumental genesis . Double stimulation
26

27Introduction

28The purpose of the present article is to analyze challenges and constraints involved in
29implementing technology-mediated collaborative learning and associated inquiry-based
30and knowledge-building pedagogies. Our central question is: Why is it often difficult for
31teachers and students to appropriate the technology-mediated practices of learning and
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32instruction that we promote, and to willingly adopt sophisticated learning environments
33created by CSCL researchers? This problem is not an accidental phenomenon or a charac-
34teristic of local conditions, but an essential aspect of technology-mediated human activity.
35For example, Collins and Halverson (2009) argued that there are some incompatibilities
36between traditional educational practices and potentials for innovative learning technologies;
37they then proposed that the future of learning is from outside school. From our perspective,
38those incompatibilities may be overcome if the social practices associated with schooling are
39transformed in association with the use of a technological medium. Indeed, since a technology
40“does not exist in a ‘pure objective form’ outside the context of social practices” (Tuomi 2002,
41p.12), to analyze the implementation of new media in education will require that we put
42expansive knowledge practices in the center of the investigation. Hakkarainen (2009) has
43crystallized our perspective with the slogan, “technology enhances learning only through
44transformed social practices.” In order to work as an instrument of learning and teaching,
45educational technologies have to be integrated, “fused,” with the social practices enacted by
46participants. This was a reason for introducing the concepts of “knowledge practices” and
47“chronotopes.”Knowledge practices are defined as routine personal and social activities related
48to working with knowledge. They represent deliberate efforts to expand one’s intellectual
49resources by creating and building epistemic artifacts (Hakkarainen 2009; Knorr-Cetina
502001). The patterns of space-time management emergent during the enactment of knowledge
51practices have been called chronotopes (Ligorio and Ritella 2010).
52We will address this issue by building on the contributions of Vygotsky, Donald, Bereiter,
53Rabardel, and Sawyer. Vygotsky’s and Donald’s theoretical frameworks assist in explaining
54how cultural-historical development profoundly transformed the human cognitive architecture
55in a way comparable to major leaps in biological evolution, bringing radical externalization and
56collectivization of cognition. In his effort to explain semiotic mediation and psychological
57development, Vygotsky (1978) analyzed the process that permits people transforming their own
58psychological processes through the use of external tools (especially signs and symbols). The
59author noticed that cultural-historically developed tools, initially irrelevant, are picked up from
60the environment and included in mediated activities when people face challenging situations. In
61particular, he pointed out that this process permits the reframing of challenging situations in a
62way that makes agency possible, through the use of external resources he called psychological
63tools. In Vygotsky’s view, psychological tools are not aimed at transforming the environment in
64the same way as conventional tools, but they expand the depth and scope of psychological
65processes, triggering psychological development. The basic principle underlying this process
66was called double stimulation, since the challenging situation was conceived as a first stimulus
67and the artifacts picked up as a second stimulus. Donald’s (Q3 1999; 2000, 2001) investigations
68indicated that human beings are “maximal cognitive over-achievers” whose complex creative
69and intellectual achievements are piggy backed by the cultural invention of external cognitive
70technologies and the associated cultural “reformatting” of the mind and the brain. A crucial role
71in the emergence of our civilization was the emergence of external memory fields (EXMFs) that
72allowed using our powerful visual system for elaborating, sharing, and building on externally
73represented ideas and creating exponentially growing external symbolic storage systems
74(ESSS). As explained below, to function in interaction with such cognitive-cultural networks
75constitute the semiotic-material basis of human cognition and requires the gradual development
76of the “cognitive-cultural operating system” required capitalizing on external cognition, which
77can be obtained through in-depth socialization.
78In the present period, practices of learning and instruction prevailing at schools and
79educational institutions are being profoundly transformed through intensive use of ICTs in
80general and CSCL technologies in particular. In understanding this process, the pioneering
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81contributions of Bereiter’s (2002;Q4 Bereiter and Scardamalia 2003) knowledge-building
82theory provide fruitful material. These researchers have provided a theory of knowledge-
83creating inquiry, developed the Knowledge Forum (KF) environment to transform practice,
84and carried out design experiments in close interaction with practitioners. Bereiter construes
85knowledge building as a process of advancing externalized conceptual artifacts, but the
86focus of his theoretical reasoning has been mainly on the development of ideas, as imma-
87terial objects of Popper’s (1972) world of cultural knowledge (World 3). It appears that
88Bereiter’s approach may be usefully extended by addressing the importance of building
89knowledge at the EXMF provided by CSCL environments, through the construction of
90knowledge artifacts, which constitute locally created cognitive-cultural networks and exert
91epistemic mediation. Learning to engage in knowledge building requires the deliberate
92transformation of learning activities, capitalizing on the epistemic mediation provided by
93the cultural worlds embodied in external artifacts.
94Rabardel (Béguin and Rabardel 2000; Vérillon and Rabardel 1995), in turn, assists us in
95understanding the developmental processes that individuals need to gradually transform
96artifacts into instruments of their activity. Appropriating novel tools for remediating activity
97requires adapting and transforming both the external tools (instrumentation) and the
98cognitive-cultural schema (instrumentalization). We think that Rabardel’s ideas of instru-
99mental genesis are complementary to Vygotsky’s notion of double-stimulation. Such stim-
100ulation permits one to explain instrumental genesis and mediation in terms of inclusion and
101use of artifacts in the processes of problem solving, thinking, and inquiry. The concepts of
102instrumentation and instrumentalization permit us to improve our understanding of the
103“mutual shaping” between people and tools (Overdijk and van Diggelen 2008, p. 3) that
104occur when second stimuli are iteratively used as instruments. Such a developmental process –
105sometimes called “appropriation” (ibid) – is close to the transformation of the cognitive-cultural
106operating system of activity that Donald (2000) emphasized. Finally, we see technology-
107mediated knowledge practices essentially as cultural, social practices, which can be fruitfully
108analyzed using the theory of collaborative emergence, addressed by Sawyer (2005). He has
109argued that the phenomena studied by social scientists emerge from “complex systems of
110individuals in interaction” (2009, p. 1). We consider technology-mediated learning practices a
111phenomenon of this type, involving both real-time and long-standing trajectories of develop-
112ment, which are reached first at the inter-psychological (social) level and then at the intra-
113psychological (individual) level (Vygotsky 1978).
114In short, in this article we argue that all of these investigators address complementary
115aspects of the transformations that are needed for productive participation in technology-
116mediated collaborative learning; such learning is tightly integrated and embedded in social
117and collective practices cultivated within a community. In the following sections we first
118discuss the role of epistemic mediation in human learning and activity. Second, we address
119the relations between instrumental genesis and double stimulation. Third, we look at the
120space-time relations (chronotopes) involved in knowledge-creating learning, and at the
121collaborative emergence of innovative knowledge practices. In the end, we discuss how
122all of these elements permit one to obtain a critical understanding of technology-mediated
123learning and to contribute to bridging the gap between theory and practice in CSCL.

124Epistemic mediation and technology-mediated collaborative learning

125We examined technology-mediated collaborative learning as a process of transforming the
126present knowledge practices in schools toward those that engage students, teachers, and their
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127communities in building knowledge embodied in epistemic artifacts. This process capitalizes
128on the epistemic mediation provided by those artifacts, which play the role of stepping-
129stones for reaching deeper understanding. In order to examine the psychological under-
130pinnings of such a process, a short excursion regarding human cognitive evolution is in
131order. According to Donald’s (1991, 2001; see also Olson 1994; Sterelny 2004) analysis, the
132emergence of literacy transformed the human cognitive architecture as profoundly as earlier
133leaps in biological evolution, allowing radical externalization and collectivization of cogni-
134tion. A central aspect of the fundamental cognitive transformation in question was harness-
135ing the extremely powerful human visual system to support thinking and reasoning. Ideas
136and concepts materialized with human vocal apparatus were ephemeral and impossible to
137explore analytically. Production of knowledge by writing on sand, paper or a digital surface
138opened up an external memory field (EXMF) in which complex ideas and associated
139epistemic systems can be extensively refined in a way not attainable for the unaided human
140mind. In fact, thinking and learning very profitably capitalize on literate practices involved
141in externalizing, crystallizing, and objectifying ideas and thoughts occurring in inquiry
142processes to epistemic textual or graphic artifacts, as shown in the following anecdote:

143Q5 144When the Nobel-winning American physicist Richard Feynman gave a manuscript full
145of text and diagrams to Charles Weiner who was investigating the history of his
146thought, the latter asked if this was “a record of the day-to-day working.” “I actually
147did the work on the paper” Feynman responded. Slightly confused Weiner specified:
148“Well, the work was done in your head, but the record of it is still here.” “No, it’s not a
149record, not really. It’s working. You have to work on paper, and this is the paper.
150Okay?” (Gleick 1992, p. 409, quoted by Donald 2001, p. 301)
151

152Human beings do not have cognitive capacities to engage in the development of complex
153ideas within their individual minds; in order to pursue “longer trains of thought” (Darwin,
154quoted by Gruber 1981), they have to “work on paper.” Experts’ complex reasoning and
155memory capabilities become internalized only through sustained pursuit of externally
156embodied cognitions (Galperin 1957). Writing and visualization allow human beings to
157establish a theoretic culture based on gradually accumulating the external symbolic storage
158systems (ESSSs).
159Humans are biologically cultural and social creatures (Donald 2001; Rogoff 2003;
160Tomasello 2009) whose intelligence is adapted to co-evolve with cognitive-cultural macro-
161structures that are subject to cultural-historical change. Our intelligence is not only inside the
162mind, but in its multi-faceted networking connections and downloaded to various periph-
163erals, i.e., artifacts that can be understood as cognitive prostheses that expand and augment
164human creativity and intelligence when integrated with the cognitive architectures of the
165participants’ minds (Clark 2003; Skagestad 1993). Following Donald’s (2001) line of
166thought, a wide range of in-depth learning accomplishments may be interpreted as the
167developmental process of acquiring the cognitive-cultural operating system that productive
168working at EXMF, utilizing ESSS, requires.1 The operating system is an internalized aspect
169of a socio-cultural or socio-technological activity system (Engeström 1987), i.e., an inte-
170grated array of tools, instruments, objects, division of labor, specific social structures with
171particular rules and principles. Thus deep intellectual socialization to massively distributed
172cognitive-cultural networks, facilitated by years of systematic education, augments the

1 In particular, we refer to learning that involves the development or transformation – or both – of participants’
practices; roughly it corresponds to levels II and III of learning inQ6 Bateson’s (1972) taxonomy and to
expansive learning (Engeström 1987).
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173participants’ cognitive capacities to the extent that enables them to solve significantly more
174complex problems than would otherwise be possible. Such capacities are best not thought of
175as individual characteristics, but rather as the appropriation, within individuals, of the
176capabilities of the culture in which they live. Across such an expansive transformation,
177culture literally reformats and re-programs the human cognitive architecture (Donald 1991,
1782001; Clark 2003; Hakkarainen 2003). As a consequence of extensive cultural re-shaping,
179cultural knowledge and competencies become internalized as a part of human cognitive
180architecture and affect the available cognitive resources at many levels. When artifacts
181become fully integrated within an activity, they are represented in our brains in a way
182comparable to our physical limbs; cultural programming takes place through creating novel
183functional systems (Luria 1974) or “virtual machines” (Dennett 1991) for pursuing culturally
184programmed rather than biologically given problem solving.
185From this perspective, ICT may be seen as a continuation of the collectivizing cognitive
186evolution at a new level of integration of internal, external, and distributed cognitive processes
187(Donald 2000). Indeed, asMcLuhan ( Q7McLuhan and Lapham 1964; see also Goody 1977; Olson
1881994) theorized, ICT generates new media having different material features from other media.
189They transform semiotic processes in terms of perceptual features of semiotic arrays, work-
190ability of semiotic arrays and sharing of semiotic arrays. For example, word-processor software
191permits one to modify texts without re-writing them on new sheets of paper (workability), or to
192visualize them in different sizes, different colors, different brightnesses, and so on (perceptual
193features), and often to share documents with anyone in real time (sharing). A spreadsheet, in
194contrast, easily visualizes symbols and words in tables and graphs that trigger different
195cognitive processes than a discursive text (Goody 1977). Those features of ICTs allow for
196delegating cognitive processes to technological systems, creating technologies for fusing
197intellectual efforts in collaboration, and complementing personal epistemic resources with
198global networks that are immediately accessible. ICTs impel the creation of qualitatively
199different ESSSs, by permitting integration of hybrid and heterogeneous forms of media in a
200way unthinkable in the past. Rather than examining digital artifacts as merely isolated tools and
201signs, we should examine how digitizing will revolutionize human cognition and activity
202(Rückriem et al. 2011). Technological instruments are at the same time medium and sign
203(Cole 1996), and the characteristics of medium (material relations) are as important as the
204characteristics of the signs and symbols (semiotic relations).
205It appears that the Internet represents a revolutionarily expanding digitized aspect of
206ESSS relevant in the present-day knowledge-intensive society. In-depth intellectual social-
207ization to digital literate practices throughout educational careers may provide the basic
208elements of the cognitive-cultural operating system that contemporary society requires. In
209order to profit from the “extension” of cognitive system that the Internet provides, people
210need to adapt their internal cognition to the features of the EXMF they use (both medium
211and sign system). In this regard, it is essential that the young generation appears to consist of
212“digital natives” (Prensky 2001, 2010) who are able to completely merge ICTs with their
213intellectual system. Because a revolutionary expansion of the digital ESSS has taken place in
214an extremely short period of time, investigators do not know the longitudinal psychological
215consequences of ICT-intensive activity. Some investigators worry that constant embodiment
216of human activity in ICT in general and the Internet in particular may have some undesirable
217neurological effects ( Q8Carr 2010).2 They are concerned that constant interruptions associated
218with the Internet, shallow surfing from one website to another, and a tendency to work with

2 See also http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2011/aug/14/marshall-mcluhan-analytic-thought
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219relatively short fragments of text produce ‘grass-hopper minds’ (Carr 2010; Papert 1994)
220unable to undertake coherent and disciplined thought; minds for whom knowledge is a
221matter of ‘cut and paste.’
222A limitation of Carr’s (2010) position is that he focuses mostly on using the
223Internet for acquiring and consuming rather than creating knowledge. From a psycho-
224logical perspective, using ICT for pursuing collaborative inquiry and shared building
225of knowledge appears critical if students are to master large bodies of knowledge and
226learning; to synthesize and extend rather than merely to consume knowledge (Bereiter
2272002; Hakkarainen 2004). Writing and visualization, then, have to be considered
228crucial vehicles of epistemic mediation, and promoting corresponding knowledge
229practices plays an essential role in CSCL. Pioneering research on epistemic mediation
230by Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987) focused on teaching experts’ transformative ways
231of working with knowledge to promote students’ learning. These studies revealed that
232students’ capacity to produce knowledge can be significantly facilitated when they are
233presented with material embodied in critical questions and hints (pieces of paper) at
234their EXMFs during the writing process. Later on, such cognitive scaffolding played a
235crucial role in the design of knowledge-building technologies focused on assisting
236students’ engagement in complex and challenging inquiries in which material practices
237of writing played critical roles. Practices of knowledge-building classrooms differ
238from ordinary oral discourse taking place in conventional classrooms because partic-
239ipants’ intangible insights are entered into a learning environment’s database and are
240transformed into digital form. The insights are thereby materially embodied as ideas
241that exist outside of the participants’ minds. Such entities are conceptual artifacts
242(Bereiter 2002), having both idea-like and thing-like characteristics. From this per-
243spective, conceptual artifacts in Bereiter’s theory roughly correspond to the semiotic
244arrays that constitute EXMF.
245Epistemic mediation plays an important role in the “knowledge-creation” approach to
246learning that Hakkarainen and his colleagues have been developing (Paavola et al. 2004). To
247summarize, by epistemic mediation we refer to a deliberate process of deepening inquiry by
248creating external knowledge artifacts (written notes or visual representations) at EXMFs that
249crystallize, promote evolving understanding, and provide stepping stones for directing and
250guiding further personal or collective inquiry efforts. We say that the use and operation of
251these artifacts involve a process of epistemic mediation between the user (or user commu-
252nity) and the evolving objects of their activity. We are talking about an object-centered
253approach to CSCL, because the nature of the epistemic objects worked on significantly
254determines the nature of inquiry; they are centers around which corresponding practices are
255organized. When designing technology-mediated learning environments for supporting
256knowledge-building inquiry, CSCL investigators deliberately create new types of EXMFs.
257Such environments provide the material agency (Pickering 1995) that enables even
258elementary-school students to participate in deliberate knowledge advancement, with ade-
259quate guidance and facilitated by teachers. The current textual practices prevailing at school,
260however, often guide students to use writing mostly for reporting what their textbooks say
261about issues being studied rather than writing for epistemic mediation, i.e., as a tool of
262extending thinking and deliberately generating new ideas and working theories. Adopting
263and cultivating a cognitive-cultural operating system that enables effective use of writing as
264a tool of thinking is difficult; it is an extended struggle to acquire embodied, and to a large
265extent, tacit capabilities rather than direct assimilation of well-specified skills (Russell
2661997).
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267Double stimulation and instrumental genesis: The micro-genesis of a cultural-cognitive
268operating system

269As indicated above, the extended-mind approach constitutes a theoretical framework that helps
270accounting for the role of technological tools in cognitive processes related to knowledge
271building. In the following, we discuss how the framework can be fruitfully enriched using the
272concepts of double stimulation (Vygotsky 1978) and instrumental genesis (Rabardel and
273Bourmaud 2003, Q9Lonchamp, this issue).We conceptualize double stimulation as a basic principle
274regarding the incorporation of artifacts in problem solving, thinking and learning. The theory of
275instrumental genesis concerns the process of appropriation, or operating system reformatting,
276necessary for the transformation of artifacts into instruments. Instrumental genesis involves short-
277term developmental processes of appropriation of technological tools across situations, analogous
278to the long-term formatting and re-programming of the mind that reflects the historical develop-
279ment of technology-mediated cultural practices. We think that micro-genetic and middle-/long-
280term processes both account for the use of technological tools in learning: while the theories
281explained in the preceding paragraph permit one to explain the macro-level, in this section, we
282focus on the micro-level of analysis and use the concepts of double stimulation and instrumental
283genesis to account for the role of instruments in knowledge building.
284Double stimulation is a complex concept that can be examined at multiple levels. Here,
285we stay close to the original Vygotskian interpretation associated with the process of
286psychological development. (For application of the method to examining the transformation
287of activity systems, see Engeström 2007). Basically, the setting of Vygotsky’s (1997) double
288stimulation experiments was as follows: A participant is given a task or problem to solve
289(first stimulus). Additionally, a neutral stimulus is placed at the perceptual field of his or her
290activity. While engaging in creative problem-solving efforts, the participant is likely to adapt
291and transform the neutral stimulus (second stimulus) into an instrument, opening a pathway
292toward the zone of proximal development (Vygotsky 1962). The classical example Vygotsky
293uses to describe the principle is the experiment of the meaningless situation, in which a
294subject is observed while waiting a long time for the experiment to begin. The author notes
295that people in this situation transform the “meaning-less situation” by the use of external
296tools present in the environment. For example, people may make a decision that when the
297minute hand of the clock will be in a certain position, he/she will undertake an action. So, the
298clock is used as a tool to frame the challenging situation in a way that makes agency
299possible. In the same way, students facing a problem can frame the problem – and learn – by
300using any kind of tool present in the educational environment, e.g. finding appropriate
301information in a book or in the Internet; representing ideas with pen and paper or in a virtual
302space; transforming artifacts to fit the needs of the moment; and so on.
303Apart from the apparent simplicity of the principle, double stimulation is not a mechan-
304ical process; the prevailing instruments and procedures have to be creatively adapted for
305solving the problems encountered. Indeed, once the second stimuli are picked up, people
306willingly adapt them to their aim and use them to transform their psychological model of a
307problematic situation. His or her ways of interpreting, modifying, adapting, and using the
308second stimulus, reveal a great deal of information concerning how the participant interprets
309the task and what kinds of principles are utilized in the process of solving the problem. It is
310essential that the artifacts be materially embodied so as to transform the semiotic array of
311EXMF and become a sign on the basis on which a subsequent leap of inquiry can be
312accomplished; without external embodiment the double stimulation would not work and
313assist in bringing about novelty.
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314Learners participating in CSCL experiments are in a similar situation to that of the
315children investigated by Vygotsky: while starting to pursue their inquiry, they encounter
316challenging learning tasks that cannot be solved without using meditational means. They
317have to appropriate, through participating in educational practices, various instruments and
318methods and eventually use them as a second stimulus. Nevertheless, as Rasmussen and
319Lund (2008, p. 390) suggest, in order to use double stimulation in CSCL, one needs “to align
320this principle with situations where we have a series of complex tools as second stimulus,”
321instead of a neutral relatively stable tool as was the case in Vygotsky’s experiment.
322Moreover, CSCL environments often offer a multiplicity of tools so that investigating
323“which tools are actually picked up and appropriated by learners and how they put them
324to use for object-oriented endeavors” (Lund and Rasmussen 2008) is a foundational issue. In
325fact, educational environments often consist of systems of tools that can be arranged in
326different ways and used at different times in the learning process. Investigating students’ and
327teachers’ strategies of tool selection and tool use appears to be a promising area of research
328that may be explored according to the theoretical perspective presented in this paper.
329The creative process of double stimulation involves, then, turning the artifacts (which
330constitute the ESSS) to instruments (Béguin and Rabardel 2000, see Virkkunen 2006) of
331participants’ inquiry. Rabardel argued that the process of appropriating and integrating
332external artifacts as instruments of human activity is a developmental process (for a
333description of Rabardel’s approach see Lonchamp, this issue) described in terms of two
334dimensions: instrumentation and instrumentalization. ‘Instrumentalization’ refers to the
335“technical/material part” of instrumental genesis, i.e., the emergence and evolution of the
336artifact to support activity in a local cultural context. Available cultural tools have to be
337adapted to local needs and purposes of the activity; a potential for flexible adaptation and
338customization is, of course, a central characteristic of ICT. In CSCL context, this has
339involved both tailoring hardware and software to support inquiry projects in question, and
340structuring associated activities. ‘Instrumentation’, in turn, is related to the “human part” of
341instrumental genesis and involves gradual formation and evolution of scripts (Schank and
342Abelson 1977) and schemas (Piaget 1985) for using the instrument in question in practice.
343One of the strengths of this conceptualization is that Rabardel examines both the transfor-
344mation of the external artifact and the transformation of the user in instrumental genesis.
345Indeed, productive utilization of epistemic mediation in learning and inquiry presupposes
346sustained efforts to use associated technologies in practice and cultivation of required
347personal skills and practices. In our view, the basics of double stimulation investigated by
348Vygotsky correspond roughly to the first level of instrumental genesis in Rabardel’s theory.
349Indeed, at the first level of instrumentalization “an instrument is momentarily instrumental-
350ized for a particular action” (Lonchamp, this issue), so that a relatively neutral stimulus is
351transformed into a relevant tool. Beyond this “situational” aspect, instrumentalization
352involves linking the instrument permanently to a category of situations and transforming it
353to perform the new functions in a certain type of situation. Through the process of
354instrumental genesis, technological artifacts that initially were at the centre of conscious
355attention (their exploration being the object of activity) gradually become tools that are used
356automatically and, partially, an invisible background; the participants become aware of these
357tools only when encountering disturbances and breakdowns of activity (object-tool dialec-
358tics, Engeström 1987).
359In light of these considerations, it appears useful to expand the Vygotskian notion of
360double stimulation to consider extended processes of knowledge creation. Such processes
361involve expansive stimulation (Virkkunen and Schaupp 2011; Barowy and Jouper 2004, see
362also Stetsenko 2005) in respect of going through a complex process of internalization and
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363externalization and creating a whole series of materially embodied epistemic artifacts in
364parallel with reshaping internally represented knowledge. Collaborative pursuit of epistemic
365artifacts piggybacks the advancement of young students’ inquiry within knowledge building
366classrooms by capitalizing on double stimulation. The epistemic artifacts created appear to
367have “pointers” (hints, implicit directions) regarding what is missing from the picture;
368thereby intuitively suggesting which ways to look and how to focus further inquiries
369(Knorr-Cetina 2001). In the course of activity, epistemic artifacts may become instruments
370for subsequent inquiry efforts, making them a part of the invisible background of activities –
371intuitively guiding and constraining further inquiries (Engeström 1987). By using the created
372epistemic artifacts as stepping-stones for reaching deeper knowing and understanding, an
373inquirer and his or her community may gradually break their epistemic boundaries. From
374this perspective, knowledge creation may be seen as a process of building a bridge across a
375river so that earlier rocks (epistemic artifacts) are used as a basis for laying new ones (novel
376epistemic artifacts) until one has created a dynamic pathway from older (initially known) to
377newer knowledge and understanding (initially unknown). Learners may appropriate
378knowledge-building practices to the extent that pursuit of epistemic mediation relevant for
379knowledge-creation becomes their second nature, i.e., an integral aspect of their activity
380system. Sustained participation in such process is not cognitively neutral; going through a
381long series of double stimulation processes that involve creating epistemic artifacts mas-
382sively reformats and restructures the participants’ minds (comparable to representational re-
383description, Karmiloff-Smith 1992) across long-standing efforts. Sustained expansive stim-
384ulation is likely to elicit maximal cognitive adaptations (Ericsson and Lehmann 1996) that
385play an important role in formation of the Long-Term Working Memory (Ericsson and
386Kintsch 1995); such adaptation transforms the cognitive architecture of a participant through
387providing a virtual space for experts’ complex cognition.
388We consider Rabardel’s theory extremely relevant for CSCL research because we have
389had a tendency to underestimate challenges and constraints involved in instrumental genesis.
390Rabardel’s approach to instrumental genesis highlights the importance of developmental
391processes involved in appropriating technology-mediated practices of learning and instruc-
392tion. In this regard it appears to come close to ideas and visions of the pragmatic web (see
393Hakkarainen et al. 2009 for references) that underscore the crucial role of social practices in
394using technology for gradual learning and socialization for using ICT. With respect to
395technology-use-practices, the present discourse of information and communication technol-
396ogies is biased in respect of focusing, as the term implies, either on the information-
397transmission genre or social-communication genre. Otherwise attractive visions regarding
398the emergence of collectively intelligent metaweb (Nova Spivack3) are “flat” because it is
399assumed to arise from increased information connectivity, on the one hand, and social
400connectivity, on the other hand. The pragmatic web guides one to examine social practices
401related to the historical-developmental use of technology, as the topography or third dimen-
402sion of the Metaweb, a dimension that reveals an extremely rough terrain of the surface.
403Going through instrumental genesis in learning to use a new technology and appropriating
404associated scripts initially requires so large an investment of both personal and collective
405efforts that it can be compared to climbing to the top of a steep mountain. Required cognitive
406adaptations do not take place without an extended effort of adapting, tailoring and reformat-
407ting technology-mediated competences. After going through such an extra-ordinary effort,
408the participants may be reluctant to start climbing another mountain without very good
409reasons for doing so; it is always easier just to slide down the familiar hill in terms of relying

3 See http://novaspivack.typepad.com/nova_spivacks_weblog/2004/04%20/new_version_of_.html
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410on already mastered ICT. Personal appropriation of even relatively simple technology, such
411as email, is initially challenging because it requires appropriating new social practices in
412gradually adapting and changing one’s cognitive-cultural operating system of activity.
413Instrumental genesis may be studied at personal, community or collective levels.
414Transformations, at the personal level, of competencies of using ICTs are, of course, crucial.
415Skills and competencies of using ICTs in general and CSCL environments in particular,
416which emerge through genesis of a transformed cognitive-cultural operating system and
417enable participation in creative personal and educational activity, are called technological
418fluency (Barron 2004, 2006). Technological fluency emerges on the condition that partic-
419ipants have appropriated ICT tools as “intellectual prostheses” (Clark 2003) to support their
420personal learning, peer collaboration, social networking, and creative working with knowl-
421edge. Technological fluency implies that ICTs are used as flexible tools of personal and
422collective activity. Only after teachers and students have developed novel practices of using
423ICTs as instruments for pursuing their epistemic objectives and cultivated corresponding
424knowledge practices, are significant advantages of educational technology likely to emerge.
425Barron (2006) stated that the development of technological fluency requires agentic efforts
426in building self-sustained networks of learning by integrating school knowledge with
427extended authentic knowledge sources and disciplinary systems, actively seeking connec-
428tions with tools, practices, and knowledge of expert cultures, and various actors capable of
429supporting and mediating learning efforts. It appears also that only technologically fluent
430teachers are able to stretch technology to support their pedagogical goals and purposes.
431Remediating practices of classrooms or whole schools by ICT appears many degrees
432more challenging than transformation of personal practices. The specific challenge of CSCL
433is to have a whole, heterogeneous and often unwilling learning community appropriate
434shared CSCL technologies and corresponding knowledge practices. It is difficult to get a
435whole community to climb to a mountain rather than to do it individually, only by
436themselves. The exact route cannot be planned beforehand; participants need to learn,
437improvisationally, to negotiate partially unforeseen challenges and obstacles. As explained
438in the section addressing collaborative emergence, the transformation is difficult because
439there are no ways of moving straightforwardly from present to new practices; an iterative
440and expansive process of transforming practices, gradually, step by step in the desired
441direction is needed (Engeström 1987). Human beings cannot directly change their
442cognitive-cultural operating systems; transformations take place gradually through interact-
443ing practical exploration and reflection supporting directed evolution of technology-
444mediated practices. Consequently, technology-mediated practices of learning and instruction
445consolidate very slowly, and advancements tend to take place in courses and practices of
446exceptionally enthusiastic and committed teachers with a high level of technological fluency
447(Barron 2004). Because such teachers are not common and many are reluctant to use ICTs,
448technology-mediated practices of even the best schools are likely to remain very heteroge-
449neous across long periods of time.
450Although it is not realistic to expect profound overall transformations of educational
451practices to take place in the short run, some groups of students and teachers are likely to
452appropriate new ICT tools, go through personal developmental learning processes and
453cultivate “information ecologies” (Nardi and O’Day 2000), i.e., local practices and innova-
454tions of using technology. To summarize, technological artifacts become instruments of
455human activity only through sustained and iterative efforts of using them in practice, a
456process through which the cognitive-cultural operating system of activity gradually trans-
457forms and adapts according to evolving practices of using technologies. This evolution is
458reflected in deep-level changes in mental processes, such new capabilities being, in effect,
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459cognitive prostheses adapted to changed modes of learning and creating knowledge. Such
460technologies are themselves being developed and tailored to requirements of activity.

461The space-time of technology-mediated learning practices

462The view of technology-mediated learning proposed in this paper prioritizes external
463processes and the role of the context in cognition. In particular, we consider double
464stimulation and instrumental genesis as the basic principles that explain how artifacts
465constitute external memory fields and exert epistemic mediation. Rather than being a simple
466part of an observable physical space, we consider EXMF part of a dynamic semiotic field
467that intersects the boundaries of mental, virtual, and social spaces of activity (Nonaka and
468Konno 1998). In order to describe such a dynamic space, we use the concept of heterotopia.
469Heterotopia was described by Foucault (1967) as “juxtaposing in a single real place several
470spaces, several sites that are in themselves incompatible.” The examples chosen to illustrate
471this concept are theaters, cinemas, libraries, or ships. This concept led Foucault to predict the
472birth of a “heterotopological science.” If it is applied to our context – education – we may
473consider the schools and universities as highly complex heterotopias in which heterogeneous
474physical, relational, organizational, cultural, and virtual spaces overlap and alternate. As in a
475cinema, where the audience and screen spaces overlap, or in a library, where the physical
476space overlaps with both the timeless space of the written pages and the “historicised” space
477of the culture laid down within those pages, so in a university we can see a complex overlap
478of heterogeneous spaces. These spaces exist, both in the classroom and in other working
479spaces – laboratories, textbooks, computer labs, or informal meeting places such as the
480corridors or the playground.
481Learning environments, then, are heterotopias in which multiple EXMF are generated,
482relying on different types of media. We consider a medium as a space-type within a
483heterotopia, which mediates the semiotic processes at stake in learning activities and permits
484the generation of EXMF. As argued above, new media drastically transform the heterotopia
485that previously consisted of more stable symbolic spaces (initially clay, then papyrus, paper
486and so on), bringing ESSS that are qualitatively different from old ones, especially in terms
487of workability and share-ability of epistemic artifacts. In this sense, digitalization brings a
488revolution that involves essentially the “medium” (Rückriem et al. 2011). Learning environ-
489ments involving ICT are often multimedia, so that students and teachers are embedded in a
490diversified heterotopia filled with semiotic resources of different types.
491Therefore, educational activities can be said to be laminated (Prior 1998) thanks to the
492heterogeneity, multimodality and multimedia triggered by the coexistence and by the
493alternated and/or the combined use of many tools and artifacts. Those artifacts generate
494multiple semiotic resources useful for the activity and used in a coordinated way by
495researchers. Besides the spatial frame (semiotic field distributed in tools), also the time
496frame (in terms of typical ways to organize temporally actions) of the activity is impacted by
497the features of media. In order to deal with the space-time relations as they are changed by
498the presence of new media - which introduce, in human relations, changes of proportion,
499rhythm or schema ( Q10McLuhan and Lapham 1964) – we use the concept of chronotope
500(Bakhtin 1981) that permits us to propose a perspective on knowledge creation that is able
501to capture how the spaces of interaction offered by the instruments impact the temporal
502organization of the activity and how the management of the work time impacts the selection
503and the use of different tools. In other words, there is a strong relationship – investigable
504through the use of the concept of chronotope – between the way in which people organize
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505their time and the way in which they organize (dynamically) the space (full of tools and
506artifacts) in which activity is embedded. We argue that by carefully investigating those
507spatial and temporal configurations of technology-mediated practices, and how they change
508over the instrumental genesis process, one may achieve a deeper understanding regarding
509how new technologies can productively be implemented in educational and knowledge-
510intensive activity. Although there is research about either space or time in knowledge
511creation settings, the way in which these dimensions are interrelated with each other has
512not been on the agenda of scholars.
513The concept of chronotope was originally devised by Bakhtin (1981) for understanding
514how literate genres of novels define specific ways of interconnecting spatial and temporal
515relations. Adapting the concept to our investigations, we define chronotope in ICT-mediated
516activities as the emergent configuration of temporal and spatial relations in knowledge
517creation practices as they are impacted by ICT. In fact, the entire flow of activity, in terms
518of temporally organized sequences of actions undertaken by subjects, is impacted by the use
519of different types of technology. As shown by Norman (1994), the use of an instrument
520requires the accomplishment of temporally layered procedures and practices that differ
521significantly from the practices carried out while using a different instrument for the same
522purpose. The spatial transformation related to the use of ICT, instead, involves 1) sharing
523inquiries regardless of location and making remote information sources immediately acces-
524sible, and 2) interacting with qualitatively different external resources that provide subjects
525with spaces of interaction organized in multiple ways. Suffice it to think of the difference
526between the ways in which books are organized in a library from the way in which they are
527organized in Google books. Technology-mediated practices of working with knowledge,
528then, both transform the flow of activity and bring qualitative changes when dynamic ICT-
529based tools are integrated as instruments of activity. Following Bakhtin, we consider these
530spatial and temporal processes to be fused: chronotope invokes a whole, so that ‘reciprocal
531impact’ of space and time is an approximation in the understanding of the process.
532An examination of the chronotope of technology-mediated learning is important because
533ICTs break many traditional spatial and temporal boundaries of human activity. From our
534perspective, research on CSCL has serious lacks if it merely focuses on either providing an
535account of here-and-now practical activity and associated social interaction or analyzing the
536content of textual artifacts (and ideas involved) generated. In order to obtain comprehensive
537understanding of the chronotope in technology-mediated learning, such learning has to be
538studied as multimodal and “laminated” (spatiotemporally layered) activity (Prior 1998) in
539which social practices related to epistemic mediation play a crucial role. Following a similar
540thread from the perspective of classroom pedagogy, Brown and Renshaw (2006, p. 249)
541have shown how pupils’ participation in classroom activities is linked to the way in which
542they discursively shape “the space-time context of the classroom” and to the way they
543“ground” their thoughts. In our perspective, we designate chronotope as the emergent pattern
544of spatial and temporal structure and arrangement of activity within a computer-supported
545community. Being at the intersection between space and time, it has been characterized
546elsewhere by a musical metaphor for the analysis of the tempo of the flow of activity. So,
547three chronotopes have been identified, related to different rhythms emergent in collabora-
548tive interaction (Ligorio and Ritella 2010): (1) adagio, characterized by a slow flow of the
549activity; (2) andante, characterized by an acceleration in the flow of the activity; and (3)
550allegretto, in which the configuration of participation allow a fluid and dynamic course of
551actions. Some specific features such as the “the depth and the size of the space of
552interaction” and “how participants move around the computer and within the digital space”
553play an important role in the emergence of chronotope (Ligorio and Ritella 2010).
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554Moreover, as we argued previously, the creation of epistemic artifacts impacts the entire
555practice of knowledge creation and the underlying cognitive processes by altering the space-
556time structure of knowledge creation. Knowledge-creating inquiry is mediated by deliberate
557construction of epistemic artifacts that crystallize the participants’ intellectual processes, the
558evolving network guides subsequent participants’ inquiry efforts. The temporal structure of
559activity is transformed at a very fundamental level in this process. In fact, technology-mediated
560collaborative learning impacts the context of learning, providing participants with amplified
561semiotic resources based on integrated and partially merged physical, virtual, social and mental
562spaces of activity. Pursuit of such artifacts also entails cultivation of corresponding social
563practices that channel the participants’ activities in a way that elicits advancement of inquiry;
564hence ICT-mediated knowledge practices may define certain chronotopes that allow deliberate
565collaborative pursuit of knowledge advancement. As mentioned above, expansive stimulation
566is an integrated aspect of such advancement in that epistemic artifacts provoke a long series of
567double-stimulation experiences that guide the further direction of inquiry (Hakkarainen et al.
5682009). The following principal features appear to characterize the chronotope of knowledge
569practices for technology-mediated learning:

570& The chronotope is marked by changes in the tempo of the ongoing activity and
571occasional spatio-temporal intensification of collaborative activity, and it permits us to
572explain variation in the pace as well in the emerging organization of the collaborative
573process (Ligorio and Ritella 2010);
574& The chronotope of knowledge-creating learning is mediated by collaborative technology,
575such as Knowledge Forum, that amplifies and expands the possibility of inquiry of a
576physically present learning community, generating “blended learning communities”
577(Ligorio and Sansone 2009). While other types of virtual learning may have their own
578chronotopes, they are not the focus of the present investigation.
579& The architecture of sophisticated technology-mediated learning is that of a literate
580culture; consequently epistemic mediation plays a crucial role in the corresponding
581chronotope. Epistemic mediation is the principal mechanism of temporal integration
582between past, present, and future. Thanks to text durability and workability enhanced by
583ICTs, past inquiries crystallized in epistemic artifacts transform current distributed
584problem space and provide anticipatory guidance for directing future inquiry.
585& Simultaneously, the chronotope of technology-mediated learning is heterogeneous and
586multi-modal in nature. If follows that epistemic mediation should not be examined only
587as an actual production of texts because it involves actions hybridizing and inter-mixing
588modalities and medias. Typically, discursive activities also involve successive periods of
589reading and writing, searching information and exchanging emails, thinking and talking,
590drafting and reviewing, intensive writing and taking a break, and solo and collaborative
591working. Writing taking place in CSCL is laminated/layered in respect of taking place in
592the context of heterogeneous networks activities from field trips to classroom experi-
593ment, library visits, internet searches and so on.
594& The chronotope of technology-mediated learning is also laminated with respect to being
595locally improvised in conjunction with being mediated by socio-historically developed
596genre, technology-based instruments, and educational practices (Prior 1998). So, while
597the chronotope may be examined in terms of situational and improvised here-and-now
598activities, it is essential also to address not only micro- but also meso- and macro-level
599fluctuations and transformations of activity. As explained below, a chronotope of mature
600inquiry is a developmental achievement that emerges collaboratively through sustained
601collective efforts.
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602Collaborative emergence of innovative knowledge practices

603Despite two decades of intensive efforts, methods and practices of technology-mediated
604collaborative learning have not yet fully penetrated educational systems in Finland, Europe
605or elsewhere. This is partially because there were neither the required technological infra-
606structure nor human capital (teacher competence) when the practices of technology-
607mediated learning were first promoted in the 90s. Although the situation has radically
608changed in respect of building information networks and training new generations of
609teachers who are familiar with ITC, technology-intensive practices of learning and instruc-
610tion have not become predominant, beyond exceptional communities and schools. It appears
611to us that beyond institutional and structural reasons, ICTs in general and CSCL technolo-
612gies in particular have not penetrated the educational system because CSCL researchers–
613including the present investigators–have underestimated the in-depth challenges associated
614with instrumental genesis at the personal and collective levels. In particular, we have argued
615for the necessity to understand the transformations that the ICTs bring in the space-time of
616learning activities and for the requirement of transforming the cognitive cultural operating
617system to capitalize on the resources that the new contexts of learning offer. Further, the
618problem of developing cultural practices of learning that trigger meaningful pedagogical
619uses of technology has not yet been successfully addressed.
620In many cases, participants in our CSCL experiments have been expected to appropriate
621educational technologies provided and to find meaningful practices for using them, without
622questioning pre-existent practices of schooling or reflecting on the role that every technology
623plays in transforming the context of education. When there are no sufficient opportunities to
624socialize to the use of technology, it remains as a weakly integrated external tool that does
625not mediate participants’ overall activity. Many CSCL studies focus on one-shot experi-
626ments in which a group of students has to learn both a novel pedagogy (knowledge-building
627inquiry) as well as re-mediate their activities with a collaborative technology. The temporal
628scope of the experiment is, in many cases, such that the participants cannot truly go through
629the expansive learning required for instrumental genesis, transformation of the participants’
630cognitive-cultural operating systems, and cultivation of novel technology-mediated collab-
631orative practices of working creatively with knowledge. When ICTs are starting to be used,
632traditional school learning is likely to prevail with associated personal roles and responsi-
633bilities, individual learning tasks and assessments, and patterns of asking fact-seeking
634questions and reproductive use of information sources. The technology is initially likely to
635represent a mere additional layer of activity, and its usage easily involves excessive copying
636of knowledge. Rooting innovative inquiry practices within a learning community requires
637sustained iterative and expansive efforts of cultivating shared practices that channel, spatio-
638temporally, the participants’ effort in a way that elicits advancement of inquiry. Although it
639may be difficult to go through personal and social transformations that the initial rise of
640innovative technology-mediated knowledge practices requires, new cohorts or generations
641of students may be directly socialized to advanced inquiry practices that channel their
642activities in a way that elicits in-depth inquiry, epistemic mediation, collaborative sharing
643of knowledge and so on (Hakkarainen 2003). We argue that all successful cultures of CSCL
644are simultaneously also expansive-learning communities (Engeström 1987) focused on
645problematising current practices, envisioning changes, and gradually, step-by-step, consol-
646idating novel inquiry practices (Hakkarainen 2004; Hakkarainen et al. 2008).
647The development of practices concerning innovative knowledge-creating inquiry is, then,
648a collaboratively emergent process (Sawyer 2005), seldom analyzed by investigators who
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649either pursue one-shot experiments or describe locally created, mature, inquiry cultures.
650Collaborative emergence is a methodological perspective for studying the dynamic and
651fluid, recursive and iterative aspects of inquiry and evolving knowledge practices (Sawyer
6522005). Detailed multi-level developmental or longitudinal data on transformative personal
653and collective activities are needed to account for such dynamic emergent processes. In fact,
654directed evolution of practices is elicited by selectively consolidating ephemeral (temporally
655varying patterns of using collaborative technologies and participating in relation to evolving
656themes and contexts) as well as stable (emerging local practices of using ICTs, stabilizing
657group cultures, enacted discursive practices, collective memory inquiry efforts) emergent
658possibilities for technology-mediated learning. Through sustained collaborative improvisa-
659tion, ideas, artifacts, methods and practices that do not belong to any one of the individual
660participants emerge situationally and interactionally from self-organized collaborative pro-
661cesses (Fleck 1979). Tensions, ruptures, breakdowns, and discontinuities of activity may be
662seen as important signs of the collaborative emergence of novelty (Engeström 1987).
663Emerging novel elements or aspects of activity break the smooth flow of activity down
664and push the participants personally or collectively to explore novel possibilities, transform
665prevailing instruments and practices, and utilize resulting changes in the situation in order to
666find opportunities to move inquiry forward (Wertsch 1998). The collaborative emergence of
667new chronotopes and new knowledge practices may be studied at micro-, meso-, and macro-
668levels. The micro-level involves analyzing real-time improvisational activity; the meso-level
669addresses collaborative emergence in pursuing an inquiry project as a whole; and the macro-
670level involves expansive learning across generations or evolving networks of projects
671(Blunden 2010). Through projects, ephemeral possibilities that need to be recognized,
672utilized, extended and stabilized so as to advance inquiry emerge collaboratively.
673Technological and social innovations are interdependent (Batane et al., submitted; Q11Perez
6742002; Q12Venkatraman 1994). Arrival of novel technological innovations encourages hyper-
675intensive investment in building infrastructure of technology-mediated activity. Despite some
676educators’ illusory hopes of solving persistent educational problems, new ICTs are initially used
677to promote traditional practices of teaching and learning. Only after appropriating and using
678technologies through intensive iterative efforts for multiple purposes, do radical transformative
679possibilities start emerging, ones that change the logic and scope of prevailing activities. Going
680through successive waves or generations of technology-intensive practices of learning and
681teaching, which involve criticizing and rising above preceding approaches, appears to play a
682crucial role in ICT-related educational transformations. Although it is not realistic to expect
683profound overall transformations of educational practices to take place quickly, those commu-
684nities of students and teachers which are engaged in expansive learning efforts are likely to
685appropriate new ICT tools, go through personal and collective transformation processes and
686cultivate “information ecologies” (Nardi and O’Day 2000), i.e., local practices and innovations
687of using technology. In order to elicit expansive learning, it is essential to engage participants in
688practical activities, which gradually integrate the use of CSCL into shared knowledge practices
689(Béguin and Rabardel 2000). On one hand, this impacts on the perception and the arrangement
690of the physical and symbolical space of knowledge practices. On the other hand, it requires
691practice to adapt to a new space and the new time perspective associated with it. Initially fragile
692and error-prone activities become more stable after corresponding operations and actions
693become consolidated and the participants’ capacity to troubleshoot ruptures and breakdown
694improves. Although the participants are likely to be initially dependent on guidance provided by
695visible ICT mediated objects, structures, and processes, such are gradually replaced by antic-
696ipatory response to the likely progress of the situation.
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697Discussion

698The socio-cultural foundations of technology-mediated collaborative learning were addressed in
699the present paper. In particular, we showed some interconnections between theoretical ideas and
700traditions that may serve complementary roles in research on technology-enhanced learning. We
701examined the role of epistemic mediation in knowledge-creating inquiry and the importance of
702the process of instrumental genesis for integrating CSCL technologies with shared inquiry
703practices. We argued that the cognitive extension and the cumulative expansive stimulation
704provided by epistemic mediation play a crucial role in complex cognition; consequently, it is of
705strategic importance to put corresponding knowledge practices in the center of technology-
706mediated learning. We also emphasized that because ICTs are transforming the learning context,
707changes of the spatial and temporal frames of learning practices need to be addressed in order to
708knowledgeably manage the implementation of new educational environments. Dealing with
709these issues constitutes the integrated agenda of research we are undertaking.
710From the sociocultural perspective, it is essential that students engage in using collabo-
711rative technologies, creating shareable external digital artifacts for supporting collective
712knowledge building and personal learning, because this permits them to exploit both the
713advantages of participating in a dynamic literate culture and the advantages that new media
714may provide to such cultures (especially thanks to the share-ability and workability of
715semiotic resources that they allow). Scardamalia and Bereiter’s (2006) research and devel-
716opment of technologies and practices of knowledge building, aimed at the collectivization of
717learning and inquiry, have played a pioneering role in this regard. Knowledge building is
718not, however, only a matter of creating, elaborating and sharing ideas; CSCL environments
719appear to be children of hybridization, providing material technology for sustained working
720with shared digital (but objectified, and materially embodied) artifacts (Hakkarainen 2009).
721There appears to be discontinuity between CSCL studies that report failures of developing
722productive practices of using collaborative technologies and those reporting activities of mature
723CSCL cultures. What appears often to be left between these extreme poles is the instrumental
724genesis – i.e., temporally extended developmental process through which collaborative tech-
725nologies become instruments of the participants’ activities (Rabardel and Bourmaud 2003).
726Technology appropriation is difficult because instead of learning discrete and well-specified
727skills, it requires adapting and changing the cognitive-cultural operating system both at personal
728and collective levels. Cultivation of knowledge-building practices implies, among other things,
729extending cognitive resources by deliberately capitalizing on epistemic mediation, i.e., using
730CSCL environments as instruments for externalizing ideas to digital artifacts, forming evolving
731networks intentionally used as a stepping stone of advancing inquiry. The participants have to
732go through a messy struggle of learning to use writing as an instrument for solving problems,
733thinking, and extending knowledge (Russell 1997; Prior 1998). Changing core epistemic
734aspects of human activity that epistemic mediation and fruitful participation in knowledge
735building appear to require is not possible without extended participation in cultivating
736corresponding knowledge practices. Going through the transformation is easier if a participant
737has an opportunity to gradually socialize and grow up into established and consolidated
738technology-mediated social practices cultivated by advanced knowledge-building communi-
739ties. We have these kinds of deeper transformations in mind, when we argue that technology
740enhances learning only through transformed social practices. Participants have to be able to
741personally, as well as collectively, align their epistemic activities with technology-mediated
742pursuit of collaborative inquiry.
743Many studies of CSCL are biased because they either focus on shallow here-and-now
744interaction or they analyze mere ideas (contents of epistemic artifacts) created by participants.
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745Although it is relatively easy either to categorize knowledge produced in CSCL environments’
746databases or videotape activities with computers, it is much more difficult to analyze instru-
747mental genesis and collaborative emergence developmentally across multiple timescales
748(Lemke 2001). We are too often carrying out one-shot experiments or relying on retrospective
749generalizations on past technology-mediated activities (Reis and Gable 2000). Consequently,
750only a few investigations have revealed the heterogeneity, hybrid spaces, and multi-modality of
751enacted CSCL practices, or provided rich and multi-faceted descriptions of the longitudinal
752emergence of innovative inquiry practices. Instead, we have descriptions of poor CSCL
753implementations in which novel epistemic practices did not have time to emerge, as well as
754static analyses of mature inquiry cultures that take almost no account of the developmental
755processes. In order to make progress, it appears essential to initiate developmentally oriented
756investigations of participants appropriating ICTs as tools of learning and teaching; such studies
757should aim at acquiring deeper understanding of associated challenges of personal and social
758learning (Williams et al. 2005).
759Some of our own investigations involve collecting both longitudinal video data of CSCL
760practices in conjunction with teacher’s reflective diaries and database data; such bodies of
761data allow one to trace the emergence of collaborative learning and design processes (Viilo
762et al. 2011). In order to provide an account of collaborative emergence of knowledge-
763creating practices, multi-level longitudinal data have to be collected. Such data involve
764real-time video data of enacted classroom practices, screen recordings of ICT-mediated
765inquiries, contextual sampling of students and teachers’ reflective self-reports (e.g., project
766diaries (Bolger et al. 2003), analyses of contents and processes of artifacts in a CSCL
767environment’s database, CSCL log files, and possible pre- and post-test measures. It is
768essential to develop instruments and methods of repeatedly and contextually sampling
769technology-mediated activities and associated user experiences (Muukkonen et al. 2009).
770On the basis of these kinds of considerations, we are planning to engage in major efforts in
771following instrumental genesis from primary to higher education level by collecting multi-
772level qualitative and quantitative data of technology-mediated learning and instruction (data
773of teachers, students, parents, classrooms, school, and neighborhood). Within the frame of an
774overall longitudinal follow-up study, we will carry out and investigate pedagogic effects of
775CSCL interventions. Embedding CSCL studies in such broad investigative frames appears to
776be essential for providing a proper account of instrumental genesis, collaborative emergence
777and psycho-social effects of technology-intensive knowledge practices.
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